
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
1) The question paper consists of 5 sections and 37 Questions. 
2) Section A consists of question 1-18 carrying 1 mark each and is multiple choice 
    questions. All questions are compulsory. 
3) Sections B consist of questions 19-24 carrying 2 marks each and are very short answer types and  
     should not exceed 60-90 words. Attempt any 5. 
4) Sections C consist of Question 25-30 carrying 3 marks each and are short answer types and should not  
     exceed 100-150 words. Attempt any 5. 
5) Sections D consist of Question 31-33 carrying 4 marks each and are case studies. There is internal  
     choice available. 
6) Section E consists of Question 34-37 carrying 5 marks each and are short answer types and should not    
     exceed 200-300 words. Attempt any 3. 

(SECTION -A) 

1) What do you mean by planning?  

a) Deciding in advance what is to be done  b) Motivating towards training 

c) Thinking about past                                 d) Organising tournament   

2) If the responsibility of committee is to fix venue, date and timing of the sports event, is it a 

____________ 

a) Post meeting committee   b) Pre meet committee  c) During meet committee  d) All the above  

3) Identify the asana: 

 

           a) Paschimottanasana     b) Halasana      c) Vajrasana      d) Dhanurasana 
     4) Bhujangasana is also known as the ……… 

 a) Snake pose  b) cobra pose  c) Reptile pose  d) Cat pose  

       5) Halasana Should be avoid in ………… 

 a) Pregnancy  b) Knee problems  c) Spine problem  d) All the above  

        6) identify the asana: 

  

 

 

a) Katichakrasana    b) Tadasana    c)Pawanmuktasana    d)Bhujangasana  

7) in which type of tournament, a team once defeated gets eliminated for the tournament? 

 a)  League tournament  b) Knockout tournament c) Challenge tournament  d) Round Robin tournament  
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8) obesity can be checked by the regular practice of certain asanas. Among the most   beneficial is ……… 

  a) Vajrasana  b) Savasana   c) balasana          d) salabhasana 

 9) A knockout tournament is also known as ………… 

 a) Elimination tournament  b) Round Robin tournament  

 c) Challenge tournament  d) Consolation Tournament  

10) How many matches will be played in the knockout tournaments in the first round if  there are 15 teams? 

 a) 8                b) 7            c) 5              d) 6 
11)  Which one of the following responsibilities are performed by the officials after the tournament?  

a) To maintain proper discipline    b) To make the payment of the officials  

 c) To collect all the record files     d) Both (b) and (c) 

12) Round robin tournament is also known as  

 a) Challenge tournament                  b) League tournament  

 c) Knockout tournament                   d) Combination Tournament  

13) Given below are two statements labelled Assertion (A) and Reason (R) 

Assertion (A):in a combination tournament, each team has a chance of competing in there matches 

before getting eliminated.  

Reason (R): There is no decisive final match in combination tournament. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is correct? 

a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

b) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

c) (A) is true but (R) is false.  

d) (A) is false, but (R) is true. 

14) Which is the benefit of doing asanas on regular basis? 

 a) improves strength b) balance and flexibility c) back pain relief. d) All the above 

 15) Given below are two statements labelled Assertion (A) and Reason (R) 

Assertion (A): Obesity is a physical condition in which a person accumulate fat in excesses so much 

that it has a negative effect on his/her health. 

Reason (R): Obesity has become a universal problem.  

a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

b) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).     

c) (A) is true but (R) is false.  

d) (A) is false, but (R) is true. 

16) Tournament are mainly categorised into how many types? 

a) 2             b) 4              c) 6                   d) 8 

17) How many byes will be given if there are 17 teams? 
           a) 1                 b) 8           c) 15           d) 12 
18) How many matches will be played in the knockout tournaments first round if there are 15 teams? 

   a) 8                b) 7           c) 5              d) 6 
      
                                           Or 
 
 



   Match the following: 
      I. Garudasana.        1.Round shoulder 
     II. Gomukhasana.     2. Lordosis 
     III. Chakrasana.        3. Bow legs 
     IV. Naukasana.         4. Knock knees 
 
a) I-3, II-4, III-1, IV-2 
b) I-1, II-3, III-4, IV-2 
c) I-4, II-2, III-1, IV-3 
d) I-2, II-3, III-4, IV-1 

(SECTION -B) 

19) List down any four effects of yoga on the muscular system.                         (0.5*4) 

20) What do you mean by planning in sports?     (2) 

21) List the various types of tournaments.                                 (0.5*4) 

22) Write formula for giving bye.                                      (2) 

23) Write any four benefits of Vajrasana in obesity.                                 (0.5*4) 

24) State two contraindication of Tadasana.                                    (1+1) 

(SECTION -C) 

26) What is the meaning of aasana? Explain any two in brief.                                   (1+2) 

27) Define bye? Explain the rules of giving bye with help of an example.                                                (1+2) 

28) State the benefits and contraindications of Bhujangasana in the context of diabetes.                       (2+1) 

29) Explain the procedures of Paschimottasana.                              (0.5*6=3) 

30) Write the responsibility of reception committees.                             (0.5*6=3) 

(SECTION - D) 

31) 

 

On the basis of above given fixture answer the following questions:                              (4X1=4) 
a) total number of matches in 2nd round are ________ 
b) What is the formula for calculating the total number of matches? 



c) The fourth round in this case can also be called as_______________ 
d) What is the formula for calculating the number of byes? 

OR 

      The formula for calculating number of rounds is __________. 

32) As Mr. Kiren Rijuju, Sports Minister has ordered to popularize the game of Kabaddi among school 

students to develop their physical ability, Mr. Gopi, Physical Education Teacher of a reputed CBSE school 

has decided to conduct an Inter School Kabaddi tournament in his school premises after proper drawing of 

fixtures. He consulted the Management and the Principal to conduct the Tournament of Pro Kabaddi 

pattern but the PE teacher was not aware of pro-Kabaddi Tournament. So, he discussed it with the National 

Kabaddi Referee Association.                                4X1=4) 

a) Which of the following is the best method to organize this kind of tournament? 

b) Due to large number of teams willing to participate, the school is conducting the 

competition by _____________________ fixture. 

c) The work of committees is divided into_________________. 

d) Match the following 

(a) Technical committee         (I) To provide shifting facility 

(b) Finance committee           (ii) To resolve dispute 

(c) Transport committee        (iii) To deals with money and expenditure 

(d) First aid committee           (iv) To provide medical facility 

 

(a) a–ii, b–iii, c–I, d–iv 

(b) a–iii, b–ii, c–I, d–iv 

 (c) a–ii, b–iii, c–iv, d–I 

(d) a–iv, b–iii, c–I, d–ii 

 

33) Some Morden yoga instructor at the yoga class Raman attends showed that asana is the third limb of 

yoga, emphasising that these focused-on postures and where vital to enhancing concentration and 

developing discipline. They showed how asana are classified into different groups based on their 

application or posture.                    (4X1=4) 

a) How would you classify asanas based on application? 

b) How are asanas classified based on position? 

c) Body posture in yoga is called____________. 

d) What asanas offer complete relaxation to the mind and body? 

(SECTION E) 

34) List down any four asanas used for prevention of obesity. Explain the procedure for 
      administration of any one of them with help of a stick diagram.                       (2+2+1=5) 

35) Discuss in detail the function of the organising committee of any tournament.      (2+3=5) 

36) What do you mean by asthma? Explain the procedure, benefits and contraindications of Ushtrasana.  

                              (2+3=5) 

37) What are knockout tournaments? Draw a fixture of 21 teams on knockout basis.                       (2+3=5) 


